New Products

SIGNATURE AIR FRAGRANCING
HYScent Invent

Innovative Odor Control
A solution for those difficult areas: High ceilings, corridors and extra large
spaces. Just clip the InVent into a ceiling vent in the space you'd like to
fragrance to generate airflow through the unit. In minutes, notice the
pleasing aroma of one of HYSO's original fragrances. Vent holes allow the
fragrance to flow off the surface of the HYScent beads into the air with the
unit's existing air flow for optimum fragrance release. Adjustable clip easily
secures the InVent to any vent slat. Unit can also be clipped on the inside
of a removable vent cover.
Go green and keep it simple with the HYScent InVent, an odor control
device that works with your existing HVAC airflow.
-Sleek and aesthetically appealing design
-No spills, no mess, safe, simple, effective to use
-6 per case

HYScent Dual
Finally. An odor control device
for large rooms.
The HYScent Dual’s dual-fan technology was
designed to ensure that its air-in,
fragrance-out system provides a consistent
scent that is never overpowering yet always
present. In addition to exhibiting superior
functionality, the HYScent Dual is one of the
greenest devices on the market, utilizing
fragrances that are comprised of pure
essential oils and cartridges that are
recyclable.
Key product features include:
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Dual-Scent Capability
Ability to alternate between
two different fragrances
Combats olfactory numbness
Aesthetically Sleek
Unique cylindrical design offers a modern look
Unparalleled Performance
Odoraxe™ fragrance composition neutralizes malodors
Odorizes up to 750 square feet
Environmentally Friendly
Uses pure essential oils
No solvents and low Volatile Organic Compound levels
Refill cartridges are recyclable
Cost-Effective
Refill cartridges last between 45 and 60 days
Fully customizable settings
Multiple Mounting Options
Wall-mount horizontally or vertically
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Fragrance options:

